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The data 

  UK Open University project 
  Collects all reading 

experiences of British subjects 
1450-1945 

  http://www.open.ac.uk/
Arts/reading/ 

  29,000 records 
  125 contributors 
  Data kindly provided by      

Dr. E.G.C. King 

Reading Experience: 

Evidence:   
Charlotte Bronte to James Taylor, 1 February 1851: 'Have you yet read 
Miss Martineau's and Mr Atkinson's new work "Letters on the Nature 
and Development of Man?" ... It is the first exposition of avowed 
Atheism and Materialism I have ever read ...' 
Century:  1850-1899 
Date:   Between 1 Jan 1851 and 1 Feb 1851 
Country:  England 
Time:   n/a 
Place:   city: Haworth  county: Yorkshire 
    
Type of Experience (Reader):  silent   aloud   unknown 

    solitary  in company   
    unknown 
    single   serial   unknown 

Type of Experience (Listener): solitary  in company   
    unknown 
    single   serial   unknown 

Reader  Charlotte Bronte 
Age   Adult (18-100+) 
Gender  Female 
Date of Birth  21 Apr 1816 
Socio-economic group:  Professional / academic / merchant / farmer 
Occupation:  Writer 
Religion:  Church of England 
Country of origin:  England 
Country of experience: England 

Text Being Read: 
Author:  Harriet and H. G. Martineau and Atkinson 
Title:   Letters on the Laws of Man's Nature and Development 
Genre:   Other religious, Social Science 
Form of Text:  Print: Book 
Publication:  1851 
Provenance:  unknown 

Source Information: 

Record ID:  4408    
Citation:  Juliet Barker (ed.), The Brontes: A Life in Letters (London, 



Dates of evidences 

1900-1945     353 
1850-1899     365 
1800-1849     1138 
1700-1799     357 
1600-1699     19 
1500-1599     9 



Initial objectives 

  Ascertain general sentiment level of a given text 
set, beginning with simple Bag of Words method 

  Compare MPQA and ANEW lexicons as 
sentiment analysis tools 

Tools: Python, Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK), Excel 



Lexicons 

  MPQA Subjectivity Lexicon, aka OpinionFinder 
 Multi-Perspective Question Answering 
 http://www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa/ 

  ANEW  
 Affective Norms for English Words  
 http://csea.phhp.ufl.edu/media/

anewmessage.html  





Preparation of lexicons 

  Stem with 
PorterStemmer (NLTK) 

  Dedupe stems 
  Split into positive and 

negative word lists 
 For ANEW, split 

valence mean values 
into pos and neg 



Preparation of RED data 

  Port deduped evidences 
from database into CSV 

  Give each evidence a 
unique number 

  Remove messy data like 
“”, [sic], &nbsp;, [italics] 

  Split CSV into .txt files 
with unique number as 
filename 

  Training set: 203 texts 
  Full set: 14,073 texts 



Steps to evaluate each evidence 
For file in texts/: 

For word in file: 
 Remove adverbs (words ending in –ly) 
 Stem word with PorterStemmer 
 If previous word is a negation word: 
  If word is in ANEW/MPQA-posList: 
   Add word after negation word to NegList 
  If word is in ANEW/MPQA-negList: 
   Add word after negation word to PosList 
 If previous word is not a negation word: 
  If word is in ANEW/MPQA-posList: 
   Add word to PosList 
  If word is in ANEW/MPQA-posList:   
   Add word to NegList 



(Continued) 
 If len(PosList) > len(NegList): 

 Add file to TotalPosList 
If len(NegList) > len(PosList): 

 Add file to TotalNegList 
Else: 

 Add file to TotalNeutList 





Evaluation of test set 

  First manually assigned each evidence a positive, 
negative, or neutral tag 

  After running through evidences with MPQA and 
ANEW, compared to gold standard as a whole 
and as pos / neg / neut 



Simple evaluation results 
  ANEW: 

 negative = 3/24 = 12.5% 
 neutral = 30/75 = 40% 
 positive = 94/104 = 90.3% 
  total: 62.6% correct 

  MPQA 
 negative 10/24 = 41.7% 
 neutral 28/75 = 36.3% 
 positive 85/104 = 80.8% 
 overall = 60.6% correct 



Sentiment for full set 

MPQA: 
neutral: 4,147 
negative: 2,655 
positive: 7,017 

Words: 
 negative: 26,715 
 positive: 45,212 

ANEW: 
 neutral: 4,676 
 negative: 983 
 positive: 8,160 

Words: 
 negative: 7,158 
 positive: 28,087 



ANEW common positives 

Many Eyes 



MPQA common positives 



ANEW common negatives 



MPQA common negatives 



Next steps 
  Refine lexicons (or choose/create new one) 

  What counts as positive sentiment? Frequent readings? 
Belief in its truth? Enjoyment?  

  What counts as negative sentiment? What if a good book 
makes you feel sad? 

  Include British spellings (e.g., disfavour) 
  Refine system 

  Classifier evaluation 
  Better distinguish negative sentiment 
  Phrase-level analysis and relevance identification 

  Set focus to areas in text that are around the title of the work, if 
multiple works are mentioned 

  Consider intensity in addition to polarity 
  adverbial intensification  
   i  found ----miss---- sara hutchinson read coleridg christabel to johnni wordsworth  she wa 

----tire---- i read the greater part of it he wa ----excess---- ++++interest++++ especi with the 
first part 



Next next step 
  Perform analysis on subsets of data 

 E.g.: what is the historical opinion of 
Shakespeare’s works? 

  For 292 Shakespeare records: 
o  164 positive (56.1%) 
o  41 negative (14.0%) 
o  87 neutral (29.8%) 


